There have been several papers over the last ten years that consider the number of queries needed to compute a function as a measure of its complexity. The following function has been studied extensively in that light: F A a (x 1 ; : : :; x a ) = A(x 1 ) A(x a ): We are interested in the complexity (in terms of the number of queries) of approximating F A a . Let b a and let f be any function such that F A a (x 1 ; : : :; x a ) and f(x 1 ; : : :; x a ) agree on at least b bits. For a general set A we have matching upper and lower bounds that depend on coding theory.
Introduction
The complexity of a function can be measured by the number of queries (to some oracle) needed to compute it. This notion has been studied in both a 1 recursion-theoretic framework (see for example 5, 11, 17] ) and a complexitytheoretic framework (see for example 2, 12, 16] ). We give several examples.
1. Let f be the function that, given a graph on n vertices, outputs the number of colors needed to color it. Krentel 16] showed that this function can be computed with O(log n) queries to SAT in polynomial time but cannot be computed with substantially fewer queries to any oracle in polynomial time (unless P = NP).
2. Let A be a nonrecursive set and a 2 N. Let # A a be the function that,
given (x 1 ; : : :; x a ), returns jA \ fx 1 ; : : : ; x a gj (the number of elements that are in A). It is known that there are sets A; X such that # A a can be computed with dlog(a + 1)e?1 queries to X. Kummer 17] showed that this is optimal, i.e., if # A a can be computed with dlog(a + 1)e queries to some X then A is recursive.
The following functions have been studied extensively in this light:
De nition 1. The function # A a is de ned as # A a (x 1 ; : : :; x a ) = jA \ fx 1 ; : : : ; x a gj:
The function F A a is interesting because it has a certain intuitive appeal and most lower bounds have reduced to lower bounds for F A a . We investigate the complexity of computing an approximation to F A a . To do this we de ne a class of functions freq A b;a such that every element of freq A b;a approximates F A a .
Notation: If ; are strings of the same length then = a means that and di er in at most a places.
De nition 1.2 Let a; b 2 N be such that 1 b a, and let A N.
freq A b;a is the set of all functions f that map N a to f0; 1g a such that, for all x 1 ; : : : ; x a , f(x 1 ; : : :; x a ) and F A a (x 1 ; : : :; x a ) agree in at least b places (i.e., f(x 1 ; : : :; x a ) = a?b F A a (x 1 ; : : :; x a )). In prose (though not in theorems) we will informally treat freq A We investigate the complexity of freq A b;a for several sets (or types of sets)
A and parameters a; b. Our measure of complexity of a function is the number of queries needed to compute it. Most of our results are recursion-theoretic; however, some of our techniques also apply in a polynomial framework.
Information about the complexity of F A a will help in our study. However the complexity of freq A b;a is a harder question. We describe the di erence.
Assume that, given (x 1 ; : : : ; x a ), one could produce (the index for) an r. In Section 3 we prove a general lower bound on the complexity of freq A b;a (for nonrecursive A). It is based on a general lower bound for # A a . In Section 4 we obtain exact bounds for the complexity of freq K b;a . In Section 5 we link the complexity of freq A b;a to the structure of the set W mentioned above. This will allow us to establish the exact complexity of freq A b;a for certain sets A. These exact complexities depend on functions from coding theory. In Section 6 we use our proof techniques to obtain results in complexity theory.
Assuming P 6 = NP we determine the exact query complexity of freq SAT De nition 2.1 Let a 2 N and let X N. FQ(a; X) is the collection of all total functions g such that g is recursive in X via an algorithm that makes at most a sequential queries to X. FQC(a; X) is the collection of all functions g such that g is recursive in X via an algorithm M () such that (1) for all x, M X (x) makes at most a sequential queries to X, and (2) for all x; Y the computation M Y (x) converges.
The concept of bounded queries is tied to enumerability. Every possible sequence of query answers leads to a possible answer. Hence the fewer queries, the less possible answers.
De nition 2.2 Let a 2 N and f be any total function. f is a-enumerable if there exists a recursive function g such that, for all x, jW g(x) j a and f(x) 2 W g(x) . We denote this by f 2 EN(a). (This concept rst appeared in a recursion-theoretic framework in 3]. The name \enumerable" is from 7] where it was de ned in a polynomial bounded framework.)
If f is a-enumerable then, given x, we can nd g(x) and try to enumerate W g(x) looking for possibilities for f(x). While doing this we do not know when W g(x) will have stopped generating possibilities. The next de nition imposes a stronger condition of enumeration. In this scenario we are given an index of a set of possibilities as an index of a nite set. Hence we can obtain all the possibilities and know we have them all.
De nition 2.3 Let a 2 N and f be any total function. f is strongly aenumerable if there exists a recursive function g such that, for all x, jD g(x) j a and f(x) 2 D g(x) . We denote this by f 2 SEN(a).
Lemma 2.4 ( 3, 5]) Let a 2 N and let f be any function.
In this paper we will prove upper and lower bounds in terms of enumerability (or strong enumerability). Using Lemma 2.4 the reader can obtain corollaries about upper and lower bounds in terms of number of queries.
The following lemma provides a lower bound on the enumerability of # A a .
We will use it in Theorem 3.1 to obtain a lower bound on freq A completely determines F K a . Hence the structure of the set of possibilities for F K a is well understood. This is why we are able to obtain exact bounds. The enumeration procedure used in Theorem 4.1 is not a strong enumeration. In Section 5 we show that a strong enumeration for freq K b;a requires many more possibilities than an enumeration.
We show that the above bound is tight. to the structure of the set of possible values for F A a . We then apply this theorem to semirecursive sets, joins of semirecursive sets, and superterse sets.
We will need some de nitions from coding theory. The quantity k(a; r) is known as the covering number. It has been studied extensively (see 8, 9, 10, 14, 23] ). No exact formula is known for it, however we present some known estimates. Theorem 5.6 yields matching upper and lower bounds; however they are not readily computable. The following lemma will be helpful in computing them.
Lemma 5.7 Let a; r 2 N and A N. 
Joins of Semirecursive Sets
In this section we obtain an upper bound on the complexity of freq A 
